Abstract. David Marr's metatheory emphasized the importance of what he called the computational level of description-an analysis of the task the visual system performs. In the present article I argue that this task should be conceived of not just as object recognition but as spatial understanding, and that the mental representations responsible for spatial understanding are not exclusively visual in nature. In particular, a theory of the visual system must interact with a theory of the language faculty to explain how we talk about what we see-and how we see all the things we talk about as though they are part of the perceived world. An examination of spatial language both raises the bar for theories of vision and provides important hints for how spatial understanding is structured.
1 Metatheory and theory I am grateful for this opportunity to acknowledge my debt to David Marr's Vision, which emerged from the connections I have been able to make between Marr's work and my own (Jackendoff 1987a (Jackendoff , 1991 (Jackendoff , 1996a (Jackendoff , 1996b ; Landau and Jackendoff 1993) , as well as from many further investigations by linguists and psycholinguists. The present article reviews some of these considerations from the perspective of a linguist concerned with the character of cognition.
One thing that distinguishes Marr's approach to vision from nearly everything else in cognitive science is his attention to metatheory: what a theory of vision (or any other cognitive capacity) should be like. As hardly needs recounting, Marr argues that a complete theory must include three types of description. The computational theory is a formal account of the mental representations computed by the mental faculty under examination, so to speak a task analysis of the problem the faculty solves. The algorithmic theory is a formal account of how these representations are computed in real time by the brain;; the implementation theory is an account of how such computations are actually carried out by the neurons.
Marr makes it clear that he considers an adequate computational theory to be a prerequisite for developing algorithmic and implementational theories. Again and again, Vision critiques algorithms in the literature that fail because they are based on the wrong assumptions of what is computed-that is, they are designed for the wrong task. At the same implementational considerations can obviously bear on the choice of computational theory as well (eg Marr 1982: pp 211, 214-215) .
Within this metatheoretical framework, Marr develops a partial theory of the visual faculty. Here I will concentrate on his computational theory, whose four major levels of mental representation are the retinal image, the primal sketch, the 2½D sketch, and the 3D model. Marr stresses the importance of determining exactly what information is encoded at each level, as well as what formal relations obtain among these levels: how distinctions on one level correlate with or help determine distinctions on another. For instance, Marr treats the computation of stereopsis as a relation between, on one hand, disparities in the primal sketches delivered by the two eyes and, on the other hand, the depth dimension in the 2½D sketch. I will call these correlations "interface relations" or "interface computations".
Theories of the individual levels and theories of the interfaces are interwoven. For instance, one important motivation for the 2½D sketch-representation is that several distinct interface computations, based on different characteristics of the primal sketch, converge on the same coding of visible surfaces and depth. Thus, one role of any particular level of representation is to bring together information derived by disparate interface computations into a coherent whole. This, in turn, can serve as input to multiple interface computations relating this level to further levels of representation, without regard to which source(s) it came from. For instance, as far as reaching and navigation are concerned, depth is depth is depth, no matter how it is computed.
If I may editorialize for a moment: From the vantage point of a linguist, I have the sense that Marr's work, though widely cited, has not led to a robust tradition of research in the three reasons for this. One is that there were errors in the theory. The 2½D sketch and 3D model as Marr proposed them could not be shown to do the things that they are supposed to could have been addressed by offering equally detailed computational theories and showing that they better met Marr's (or someone else's) general criteria of adequacy. But this seems not to have occurred.
A second reason for the virtual abandonment of Marr's quest for a computational theory-and therefore for the abandonment of his metatheory-is that very soon after the publication of his book, there was widespread rejection of the notion of symbolic mental tradition and subsequent statistical approaches to cognition and learning. Moreover, shortly after the onset of connectionism came the explosion in brain imaging, which is concerned with locating computation in the brain, but not with what exactly the computation is doing (see eg DiCarlo et al 2012) . This is the antithesis of Marr's approach. For instance, it is indeed an important discovery that there is a particular brain area involved in recognizing faces. But this discovery does not enlighten us as to how the brain recognizes faces: how it codes them in memory, how the visual system arrives at this coding, and how a viewed face is compared to a remembered one. Similarly, it is an important discovery that there are such things as mirror neurons. But their existence and location-and even what stimuli they are tuned to-tell us nothing about how the brain codes viewed actions and performed actions, and how these are compared in working memory.
Which leads to a third, more general reason, why Marr's approach fell so rapidly into computational theory-is simply not part of the received tradition in psychology, neuroscience, is followed immediately by details of proposed implementation, a practice that Marr deplored. For instance, in the two decades after Marr's death there developed a substantial literature on the question of whether object recognition is "viewpoint-independent", like the 3D model, or "viewpoint-dependent", like the 2½D sketch (eg Weinshall 1989, 1991; ; Poggio and Edelman 1990; ; Edelman and Poggio 1991; ; Tarr 1995; ; Tarr and Bülthoff 1998; ; Ullman 1998; Poggio 1999, 2000; ; Rolls 2011) . But none of these makes a detailed proposal about the way objects in general are coded in long-term and/or working memory, one that can be compared with Marr's proposed levels (whatever their faults). Even when explicit computational models are proposed, they are typically tailored to limited classes of objects, with not too much concern toward showing how they scale up to the general case.
It is important to see here that the metatheory and the computational theory are separable issues. The computational theory may be wrong in many respects. But the metatheory-the I believe, with Marr, that a satisfactory computational theory is an essential factor in developing suitably general algorithmic and implementation theories, and deserves serious attention.
sorts of problems the visual system must ultimately solve. In particular, I want to revisit and amplify the sorts of arguments Marr made for the existence of something like the 3D model level. Section 2 presents considerations from nonlinguistic spatial understanding. After an interlude on linguistic theory in section 3, sections 4-6 present considerations from the connection of language with the visual system, such that we can talk about what we see-and see things that we talk about.
2 Nonlinguistic constraints on spatial structure A substantial segment of the post-Marr vision literature (eg references above) is concerned primarily with object recognition. The task is to match a visual input with a known object, and the issues are how the known object is encoded and how the input is matched to it. As mentioned above, one alternative is typically a "viewpoint-dependent" representation, in which objects are coded in terms of a number of representative 2D views. Recognition is taken to be achieved by developing a 2D representation of the object being viewed and interpolating it among the stored 2D views. In many cases the 2D representation is extremely sparse: a coding of vertices or of skeletal line segments representing luminance boundaries.
The other alternative typically cited is a "viewpoint-independent" representation, which codes objects volumetrically, as in Marr and Nishihara 1978; ; Biederman 1987; ; and Pentland 1986 . In these approaches, recognition is taken to be achieved either (a) by developing a three-dimensional representation of the object being viewed and comparing it to the stored 3D representation, or (b) by developing a 2D representation of the object being viewed, computing a 2D projection of the 3D stored item, and comparing the two 2D representations. Most accounts argue, on experimental and/or computational grounds, that the viewpointdependent theory is correct;; a few (eg Tarr 1995) advocate a hybrid theory, in which a viewpoint-independent representation of some minimal sort supplements the work of the viewpoint-dependent representations.
At the risk of sounding a bit romantic, I want to suggest that this goal for the visual system is far too limited: the goal should be not just object recognition but ultimately spatial understanding. For my taste, "object recognition" couched in terms of 2D matching to stored 2D templates is rather like "sentence understanding" where what is achieved is merely a syntactic parse. This is not to say syntactic parses are unimportant or uncomplicated. But they are far from what is needed to determine the message a sentence is intended to convey, which is after all the point of using language.
Similarly for object recognition. To illustrate the point, let us begin with the phenomenology. On the basis of seeing the world, we understand it, not as a collection of 2D images pasted together, but as a three-dimensional array of two- and three-dimensional objects, some of which may be in motion. As I write this, I see my hands manipulating the keyboard of my laptop, and I see text appearing on the screen. Behind the laptop I see the top of a pile of journals-and, even though I can't see the bottom of the pile, I know the top journals aren't mess of tax documents;; to the left is a clock, a tape dispenser, a picture of my grandchildren, and a lamp made out of an old clarinet. And so on. As for the couch behind me with a skylight above it and a little workbench next to it, I don't see them, but I know they're there. I understand all this volumetrically;; the objects all have backs that I can't see. Somehow the visual system is responsible for coming up with all the stuff I see. Moreover, ultimately, by building up what we might call spatial memory, it is responsible for coming up with what I don't see at the moment but know is there anyway.
Another source of representations suitable for object recognition-and more generally for spatial understanding-is the haptic modality. The sense of touch can be used to determine the shapes and arrangements of objects, turning them over in the hands or running the hands over them. One can even use the tongue to tell the shapes of things like nuts and pills, by rolling them around in the mouth (Topolinski and Türk-Pereira 2012) . People can correlate especially when shapes get complex and subtle (several chapters in Eilan et al 1993; ; Ernst and Banks 2004; ; Norman et al 2004) . Moreover, Landau and Gleitman (1985) show that blind children develop a notion of spatial layout altogether comparable to that of sighted individuals, despite the limitations of the haptic faculty.
The mental representations responsible for haptic perception are based on touch, pressure, and proprioception. It is evidently possible to perform object recognition on the basis of some small number of such "haptic views". I know of no discussion of such representations in the literature, but it seems unlikely that they are 2D images, fully compatible with visual images. As Rock 1983 (pp 69-71) observes, there is no way to correlate or compare these with 2D visual images unless visual and haptic processing converge on some common representation, one that characterizes the world in terms of objects and the spatial relations among them. A volumetric representation of some sort seems the obvious candidate for such a common representation.
In addition, the environment includes one object whose shape is absolutely crucial for guiding action: one's own body. It is crucial to integrate information about one's own body something like Marr's 3D model of the human body would be suitable for the task. The inputs in this case are the various systems of proprioception, including at least touch and pressure sensors (again), muscle stretch receptors, and the vestibular system (Lackner and Dizio 2000) .
What does a volumetric representation have to encode? Marr's 3D model is a good starting point. Here are some of its important virtues.
As a volumetric representation, it captures our understanding of objects as threedimensional and unitary (as opposed to a collection of 2D views) It directly captures object constancy regardless of viewer's perspective As a volumetric representation, the 3D model is a suitable output representation for the haptic faculty and for proprioception as well as for vision It represents objects in terms of decomposition into parts. The decomposition is hierarchical, so that a part may itself be composed of parts, and so on how much decomposition is taken into account. For instance, to determine the distance or motion of an object as a whole, only its coarsest analysis need be considered.
in terms of their relation to the hand Differences among individual objects of the same category (eg different dogs) will tend (eg dogs vs giraffes) will tend to be localized at relatively coarser layers of description in a hand) can be characterized in terms of degrees of freedom at joints between parts
(1) Note though that this treatment doesn't extend to the shape affordances of things like snakes and ocean waves.
An object's internal motion (eg walking) can be characterized in terms of change in angle of attachment of parts. The difference between different modes of internal motion (eg running vs walking) can be characterized in terms of differences in their motion schemas-how the limbs move with respect to each other over time (Marr and Vaina 1982) Each layer of description is characterized in terms of a principal axis that constitutes the "skeleton" of its principal part. "Pipe-cleaner animals" that replace generalized cones by just their axes can often be recognized as depictions of those animals principal vertical axis, but also a front-to-back axis that can be used to align body parts such as the face and the navel with each other On the other hand, the 3D model, as Marr conceived it, also has substantial drawbacks. Some of them concern the interface between the 3D model and lower-level representations.
compute from 2D or 2½D representations as currently understood (2) of only a single view of a novel object These are the sorts of drawbacks most noted by those who object to volumetric representations. But other drawbacks concern the descriptive adequacy of the 3D model itself.
to characterize all the sorts of objects we can understand, such as tables and chairs, sheets of paper, laptops, ponds and puddles. More primitives are necessary (Some of these are available in Pentland's (1986) treatment of parts in terms of superquadrics.) The 3D model does not capture the understanding of the interior structure of objects, such as the hollowness of a balloon, a bubble, or a box-nor interior parts of an object such as the yolk of a hard-boiled egg. It also does not capture the understanding of "negative objects" such as holes and caves, which also have three-dimensional shape and potentially even axes. However, these gaps could be remedied by adding features such as hollowness and "negativity" to generalized cones or to other primitive shapes (Landau and Jackendoff 1993) ;; some of them might be captured by Pentland's (1986) Boolean NOT-function (See section 4.) The 3D model as such offers no account of the overall spatial structure of the visual in my study. In particular, it does not characterize the spatial relations between pairs and n-tuples of objects. Now it may well be that spatial relations among objects are the domain of a different representation, say a representation generated by the dorsal stream. But in that case, (a) these other representations must be accessible to haptic and proprioceptive perception as well, and (b) there has to be an interface between the representations of individual objects and the representation of spatial arrays (Landau and Jackendoff 1993 ) (See sections 5 and 6.) Ambitiously, one might conceive of spatial understanding going so far as to incorporate the forces exerted by and on objects, ie notions of naive physics. For example, one can make an approximate visual judgment of whether a tower of blocks will stand up or fall down. The need to understand such forces is particularly striking in the case of proprioception, where one both experiences external forces and exerts forces oneself. (2) is that these objects do not lend themselves to hierarchical decomposition, nor do they have clear axes.
It is not clear where such judgments belong in the ecology of cognition, but the visual system provides crucial input. Such information is not part of the 3D model These problems cannot be addressed by eliminating object-centered volumetric representations.
The issue, at least as I see it, is what a psychologically adequate representation of spatial understanding should be like. In particular, I am conceiving of spatial understanding not as a strictly visual sort of mental representation, but rather as amodal or multimodal, coding shape information that originates from multiple modalities. In addition, each modality contributes its own particular sorts of information: vision contributes color but hapsis does not;; hapsis contributes temperature but vision does not;; proprioception conveys force rather directly, but vision does so only indirectly at best. In addition, auditory localization conveys object location but not object shape (except by inference);; presumably bats' sonar is yet another route to object recognition and localization.
A pause to negotiate terminology: The computations subsumed under Marr's three levels correspond more or less to what is generally called (eg by Cavanagh 2011) "low-level", The whole system is usually called "visual perception";; sometimes the retinal image is called "sensation" and sometimes the 3D model or its counterpart is called "visual cognition" (as Cavanagh does). The connection of this system to "general cognition" or "higher cognition" is left an open question. I'm now suggesting, though, that the 3D model or its suitably augmented volumetric replacement is an amodal or multimodal representation, and I will rename it "spatial structure", as it is no longer purely visual. The visual system proper then ends with the interface mapping between mid-level vision and spatial understanding. Whether one wants to call spatial structure "perceptual" or "cognitive" is only a question of policy, but I will call it cognitive, in part for reasons to become clearer in section 4. Terminology aside, the real issues for a computational theory of this level are: what does it encode, how are its contents mapped to and from the various perceptual modalities that interface with it, and how does it interact with other forms of cognition?
Connections of Marr's metatheory and theory to linguistic theory
In preparation for laying out the connections between vision and language, it is useful to look at the connections between Marr's enterprise and linguistic theory. I will begin with the metatheory, then move on to theoretical parallels and connections.
Marr recognizes the kinship between his enterprise and generative linguistics. Generative linguistics too is an attempt to characterize structures computed by the brain, in this case the structures involved in producing and comprehending sentences. What Chomsky (1965) calls a theory of "competence" or "knowledge of language" corresponds to Marr's computational theory. Like Marr, Chomsky insists that it is crucial to characterize these structures, so that theories of language processing-"performance" in Chomsky's sense and an algorithmic theory theories of language acquisition must be built on a theory of what is acquired.
Unfortunately, the models of linguistic knowledge that have emerged from mainstream generative grammar (eg Chomsky 1965 Chomsky , 1981 Chomsky , 1995 do not lend themselves to being easily adapted to theories of language processing;; in Marr's terms, there is not a smooth transition Primal sketch 2½D sketch 3D model Retinal image from the computational to the algorithmic theory. There are at least three reasons for this. One is that these models have no theory of meaning to which the language faculty is connected. For instance, in recent formulations (eg Chomsky 1995; ; Hauser et al 2002 (3) ), meaning has simply been characterized, without elaboration, as the "conceptual-intentional interface".
(eg Heim and Kratzer 1998) , grows out of the tradition of philosophy of language, which takes language to refer directly to "the world";; this tradition makes no contact whatsoever with psychological issues. As a result, it turns out to be of questionable use in developing theories of language in the brain and of language processing.
A second reason that mainstream models of language do not translate well into processing theories is that they are stated in terms of algorithmic generation of sentences. They start with an initial symbol S (in earlier formulations) or with a numeration of items to be combined (in more recent "minimalist" formulations), and they build from this a core of syntactic structure. From the syntactic structure, the grammar derives the sound and meaning of sentences.
This procedure bears little resemblance to what has to go on in language processing. Language production has to start with an intended meaning, and from that develop a syntactic and ultimately a phonological expression that can be uttered. Language comprehension has to go in the other direction, starting with a heard string of sounds and from that developing a meaning. In neither case is syntax the starting point. Linguists often respond to this disconnect by saying their algorithmic derivations are "metaphorical" in some sense, and that one should not expect any connection between theories of competence and performance. Not surprisingly, psychologists have often responded by rejecting generative grammar altogether (Ferreira 2005; ; Poeppel and Embick 2005; ; Jackendoff 2007a) .
A third problem with mainstream models of language is that they do not distinguish what has to be stored in memory from what is built online. Algorithmic derivations are ascribed indiscriminately to material that is indisputably stored (such as idioms and morphologically complex but only partially regular words) as well as to material that is clearly computed online, such as the present sentence (Halle and Marantz 1993; ; Marantz 1997; ; Hale and Keyser 2002) .
The upshot of these failings is that contemporary mainstream generative grammar has in many respects become irrelevant to studies of language processing and language acquisition. As a result, attempts to draw parallels between Marr's metatheory and that of generative linguistics have not been very useful. Mainstream linguists, focusing almost exclusively on mentioned above, on the whole place little stock in developing an explicit theory of the mental representations involved in cognitive activities, and instead stress algorithmic and implementational-level accounts.
These three failings of mainstream generative theory are ameliorated in the central tenets of my own approach to the structure of language, the Parallel Architecture (Jackendoff 1987b (Jackendoff , 1997 (Jackendoff , 2002 ; Culicover and Jackendoff 2005) . This approach posits three independent representations, each with its own generative system: phonological (sound) structure, syntactic (grammatical) structure, and conceptual (meaning) structure. These structures are linked by interface components, which correlate representations at the three levels. In addition, phonological structure is linked via an interface to low-level auditory representations;; this interface provides input to language comprehension. Another interface links phonological structure to instructions to the vocal tract, which makes overt speech possible. The structure of a sentence is a triple of structures, with corresponding parts coindexed (or bound, in the neuroscience sense). Here is the structure of The cat died. An important component of the architecture is a detailed theory of meaning, Conceptual Semantics, developed in cognizance of what is known about conceptualization in humans and nonlinguistic organisms (Jackendoff 1983 (Jackendoff , 1990 (Jackendoff , 2002 (Jackendoff , 2007b ; Pinker 2007) . It is also deeply concerned with the connection of linguistic meaning to visual understanding, to which I return below.
As in several other non-mainstream frameworks, such as Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag 1994) , Lexical-Functional Grammar (Bresnan 2001) , Construction Grammar (Goldberg 1995) , Autolexical Syntax (Sadock 1991) , and others, linguistic structures are characterized not in terms of algorithms that generate sentences, but rather in terms of constraints on the individual levels of representation and on the interfaces among them. This enables the competence theory to be plugged directly into a theory of processing: the competence theory says what structures are available, while the processing theory says how the constraints are used to develop these structures over time (Jackendoff 2002 (Jackendoff , chapter 7, 2007c ; Sag and Wasow 2011) . From this standpoint, experimental considerations can be brought to bear on the choice among competing accounts of competence (Piñango et al 1999; ; Kuperberg et al 2010; ; Wittenberg et al, submitted) ;; the theory is not entirely driven from the computational level.
Finally, the theory of what is stored in memory (the "lexicon") says that "rules of grammar" are stored as schematic pieces of linguistic structure that can be used to assemble words into more complex structures. As a consequence, there is no principled formal distinction between words, rules, and larger stored assemblages such as idioms. This view of the lexicon is shared with many of the other constraint-based approaches.
Marr's counterpart of the linguistic lexicon is the "library" of 3D models. An alternative is that, in parallel to the linguistic lexicon, the "visual vocabulary" might consist of precomputed linkings of known 3D models with known 2(½)D images. This would in part mitigate the of Marr's theory. It would also comport with the experimental evidence that one does store 2D representations (see references above), suggesting a hybrid theory of the sort proposed by Tarr (1995) . 4 The relation between spatial understanding and language A basic question in the theory of language was posed bluntly by John Macnamara (1978) [and Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) were on a similar mission].
How do we talk about what we see?
Macnamara's answer was that there must be a "translation" between mental representations proprietary to the visual faculty and those proprietary to the language faculty. In fact, the translation has to be two-way: we not only talk about what we see, we also use others' talk to Look at that eagle! (3a)
[Experimenter to subject:] Fixate on the cross in the center of the screen.
["Visual world" paradigm (Tanenhaus et al 1995) :] Put the apple on the towel in the cup. (in which unconscious eye movements are directed by language) (3c) hypothesis is that there is an interface between conceptual structure and what I've outlined as spatial structure in section 2. Note how this connection provides a natural link between
The new interface permits information derived through vision and encoded in spatial structure to be reformatted in terms of conceptual structure, which in turn is a suitable format for encoding into language. Conversely, understanding a heard sentence consists in developing a conceptual structure derived via phonology and syntax;; this conceptual structure can then be reformatted So far I have characterized this conceptual-spatial interface as a "translation" between two formats of representation, which "reformats" one into the other. Indeed, the two formats do share certain constructs such as "physical object". But just as each perceptual modality encodes only partly overlapping dimensions (eg color in vision and temperature in hapsis), so do conceptual structure and spatial structure each encode types of information not accessible to the other. For instance, the concepts associated with words such as friendship, truth, justice, value, purpose, cousin, income, despite, and however have nothing at all to do with visual/spatial cognition. At the same time, spatial structure is responsible for encoding precise details of shape, such as the precise difference between a duck's neck and a goose's neck, or between my face and yours-things that are not naturally coded in conceptual structure. This is why it is often very hard to convey such details in language-why a picture is worth ten thousand words.
The relation between the two representations is more than a link between language and vision: it also is necessary for visual memory independently of language. Consider the typetoken distinction. The geometric/topological format of spatial structure has no provision for (4) And notice how such a connection is far less natural in the mainstream architecture for language, in which everything is derived from syntax. I take this as important evidence in favor of the Parallel Architecture. And on the other, one can perceive token objects whose visual description is very imprecise, precision in spatial structure cannot be the factor that decides between a token and a type.
On the other hand, the distinction between tokens and types is easily encoded in the algebraic feature-structure format of conceptual structure: it is a simple binary feature. Using this feature, we can treat the spatial representation of a particular fork to be identical with that for the category of identical forks in the set;; however, in conceptual structure the two representations differ in the algebraic diacritic TOKEN vs TYPE. Thus object involves matching a percept to a spatial representation in memory that is linked to a TOKEN feature;; object categorization matches a percept to a spatial representation linked to a TYPE feature. The percept, of course, is assigned the feature TOKEN: one is seeing a particular thing, not a category. (5) possible, then, visual memory must include (or be linked to) elements of conceptual structure, in addition to spatial structure. Visual memory therefore begins to look more like a linguistic lexicon, which likewise links structures from disparate levels.
Not only does vision rely in part on conceptual structure, but the linguistic lexicon relies in part on spatial structure. It is often suggested that the meaning of a word for a physical object includes an imagistic component. For instance, the meaning of dog is taken to include an "image of a stereotypical dog" (eg Putnam 1975) . However, as recognized as long ago dogs in all positions, seen from an arbitrary point of view.
(6) On the other hand, a viewpointindependent schema in spatial structure, which allows for a range of body proportions and a range of limb dispositions, can serve this function more adequately.
Moreover, as observed above, the distinction between the way ducks look and the way geese look is not naturally characterized in the algebraic terms of conceptual structure. For instance, a feature like [+ long-neck] is obviously makeshift (and furthermore does not distinguish between a goose's neck and a giraffe's neck). However, this distinction is natural in the geometric format of spatial structure. The conclusion is that words for visually perceivable objects link not just stored phonology, syntax, and conceptual structure, as in expression (2) above, but also a stored spatial structure that can be used for visuala dog and label it with the word dog.
For a different sort of case, consider the understanding of the verb sit, such that we can visually identify someone as "sitting" or not. The visual encoding of sitting has to contain a schema of a person (but no particular person) situated in a particular position on a support (but no particular support). However, taken alone, such a visual schema might equally be taken to designate the person or the support, rather than the person's posture and spatial relation to the support. The proper designation can be encoded by linking the visual schema two structures. So the meaning of the word sit is distributed between conceptual structure and spatial structure.
The correlation of spatial and conceptual structures also has advantages for the visual as sitting, reaching, running, grasping, eating, and so on. How are these encoded? An encoding in terms of viewpoint-dependent templates would have at least two drawbacks. First, it could not distinguish the representation of an action from a visual representation of the character performing the action-is this a representation of sitting, or of a sitter ? Second, many actions must be encoded in such a way as to establish an equivalence between an action performed by oneself (for which there is proprioceptive input) and one performed by someone else (for which there is not);; furthermore, self-performed actions look different from actions by others. Nevertheless, such an equivalence is evidently observed in the tuning of mirror neurons, so we know monkeys can establish it. Moreover, the ability to imitate someone else's actions relies on establishing such an equivalence between visual observation and body control.
Both these drawbacks are addressed by a theory of action representation along the lines conceptual structure. By using a highly schematic representation of the actor, the spatial structure can be applied to any actor. Because spatial structure can be informed by either vision or proprioception, one's own actions can be equated with observed actions by others. And because the schema is linked to conceptual structure, we know we are attending to an action rather than to the characters involved in it.
animate if it changes shape and/or position spontaneously and unpredictably, without any apparent external force acting on it. But animacy and the accompanying attributions of desire, knowledge, and volition are not a matter of an object's shape and position-they are only cued by shape and change of shape and position. Indeed, the cues can be rather sparse if they are of the right type, as in the well-known demonstrations of Heider and Simmel 1944 and Johansson 1975 . The notion of animacy itself, as well as all its associated inferences, are a matter of conceptual structure encoding, where animate/inanimate is an algebraic feature distinction. So again, an understanding of the character of the perceived world is shared between spatial structure and conceptual structure. An important aspect of this approach to cognition, then, is that it divides the work of cognition among two or more amodal representations, each of which is suitable for particular 5 Evidence from language for enriching spatial structure As already hinted in the preceding section, we talk about physical objects and actions all the time, and we can identify them in the visual environment. This leads to the converse of Macnamara's question:
How do we see all the things we talk about?
Our use of language presumes a rich representational structure that can be linked to what we see. The rest of this article reviews some of this structure, following and elaborating on Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) and Landau and Jackendoff (1993) . The goal is to illustrate how language can serve as a source of evidence for the extraordinary richness of visual cognition, far beyond what is generally envisioned by vision researchers. The data to be discussed here, though fairly extensive and intricate, represent only the tip of an increasingly well-explored iceberg 
The hearer determines the reference of the deictic pronoun (or demonstrative) THAT by following the speaker's point, thereby discovering some relevantly salient object in the visual environment. Understanding the sentence (and therefore picking up the right thing) requires integrating information derived from language and information derived from vision, so that an appropriate action can be formulated. In this case we have some idea of how the visual information is picked out: through the very complex and as yet not fully understood process of object perception. In particular, we can think of the deictic pronoun that Kahneman et al 1992.
However, this is not the only kind of deictic anaphora in English. Expression (5) shows another.
Would you put your hat THERE, please? [ pointing]
In this case, the deictic anaphor invites the hearer to pick out a location in the visual environment. Locations are partly determined by objects, but they are not the same as objects. (7) Another difference between the present account and the "workspace" theory concerns the level of representation that supports consciousness. Baars and Dehaene/Naccache, along with many others, claim that consciousness arises from the cognitive representations. Jackendoff (1987b Jackendoff ( , 2007b Jackendoff ( , 2012 makes the case that the form of consciousness most closely mirrors perceptual representations. For representations are amodal or multi-modal. In visual experience, one experiences the facing surface of objects, a function of perceptual representations;; while one infers or understands that they have backs, a function of cognition. In viewing an illusion, one experiences it one way (perceptual) while understanding that it is some other way (cognitive). 
For another such case, the deictic anaphor in expression (8) invites the hearer to pick out not a location, but a path or trajectory locations along the trajectory.
Yet another type of deictic anaphora appears in expression (9).
Can you do THIS? [demonstrating] (9)
The grammatical structure do this directs the hearer to pick out an action in the visual environment. As discussed in the previous section, this action must be independent of who is performing it: the hearer is invited to evaluate his or her own ability to perform the same action as the speaker is currently performing. You can't perform someone else's action! A related case is expression (10) below:
THAT had better never happen in MY house! [ pointing to, say, some kids
The hearer is again invited to pick out an action. What the speaker is condemning is not just the action by these particular individuals who are carrying it out, but any action of this kind by anyone at all, including the hearer.
Another action-related deictic anaphor appears in expression (11).
Can you walk like THIS? [demonstrating, say, a Groucho Marx walk] (11)
This sentence invites the hearer to pick out not just the action, but some distinctive character or manner Vaina's (1982) motion descriptions;; another possible realization is Cavanagh's "sprites" (Cavanagh et al 2001) .
A quite different domain is invoked by expression (12).
THIS long. [demonstrating] (12) the distance expression (13).
There were about THIS many people at the party last night.
[ gesturing around room] (13)
The individuals currently in the room may or may not have been at the party;; their attendance is irrelevant. Rather, the hearer is invited to pick out the numerosity of the individuals in the room, considered as an aggregate, and apply that to the aggregate of remembered or imagined individuals at the remembered or imagined party. The sense of numerosity is presumably related to Dehaene's (1997) analog number sense.
Summing up: Deictic anaphora shows us that language talks about objects, locations, paths, actions, manners of action, distances, and numerosities, as though they are entities in the real world detectable through visual cognition. It therefore raises these challenges for a theory of visual understanding:
How are these entities encoded in spatial structure? And how does the visual system derive them from the retinal image?
5.2 Unusual objects Section 2 mentioned the need for spatial structure to encode certain aspects of objects that go beyond the 3D model's articulation of object shape in terms of generalized cones. It is worth enumerating some of the words whose meanings invoke these aspects of objects and object-like entities, just to see that these are far from exceptional cases. The 3D model does take account of some sorts of objects whose identity comes from being a proper part of another object-things like branches, legs, , noses, handles, lids, bumps, and ridges. The shape of such objects is determined in terms of the way they protrude from the surface of the object of which they form a part.
Another class of entities we talk about might be characterized as "negative parts". Such entities, instead of consisting of material tacked onto the surface of an object, might be thought of as the space created by "scooping out" material from the surface of an object. Examples are holes, notches, slots, dents, grooves, and, notably, mouths and nostrils, which are clearly treated as body parts. Although negative parts are not made of material, they have shape, size, and orientation, just like objects and object parts. [As mentioned earlier, Pentland's (1986) variant on the 3D model does allow for negative shapes carved out of larger shapes by means of the Boolean NOT-function.] Notice that we can compare the a round hole. In fact, the notion of one object into or against another often depends on a match between negative and positive shapes.
Doors and windows are interesting, because they can be construed either as an opening in
appears in a sentence like He came in through the front door;; the second in a sentence like He broke the door down. Again, the notions of size and shape for these negative parts are related to those for ordinary objects;; think of trying to maneuver a refrigerator through a doorway.
material on the outside of their boundary rather than on the inside, as with normal objects. These objects include caves, rooms, valleys, ditches, and wells. A huge number of objects we can identify are hollow-that is, they are conceptualized as bubbles, balloons, drums, tubes, pipes, houses, violins, and clarinets. A very important subclass of hollow objects is containers: bags, boxes, pots, pouches, bottles, jars, suitcases, backpacks, trucks, and so on. Hollow objects have an external shape, but once one passes through their surface, there is empty space-the interior of the object. The interior may or may not be Inside a hollow object there may be further unseen objects, whose presence must be encoded in spatial understanding. That's why we're surprised if we put something in our pocket and later it's gone. There are also interior parts of objects, which we know are there but can't see: bones, muscles, brains, eggyolks, carburetors, motherboards, and so on.
aggregates, made of multiple objects. Some aggregates have an inherent shape, for instance piles, heaps, stacks, and rows of things. Others have no inherent shape: groups, herds, , and swarms of things. Visual understanding has to accommodate both these types of aggregates and distinguish how their shape is encoded. 
Manners of motion
Section 4 alluded to the necessity of identifying manners of motion. English has numerous verbs that describe manner of motion, falling into a number of subcategories:
Types of motion that can be attributed to any sort of object: roll, slide, skid, , , bounce, glide Types of locomotion: walk, run, swim, (again), slither Further differentiated types of bipedal locomotion: strut, waddle, mince, dance, swagger, stagger, , limp, lumber, jog, sprint Types of motion in place (motion of object without changing overall position): wiggle, shake, shudder, wave, , twirl, rotate Types of change of shape: grow, shrink, elongate, widen, bend, straighten, twist, crumple Spatial structure must contain provision for encoding and identifying each of these types of motion.
5.4
As mentioned in section 2, Marr makes provisions for additional axes of objects beyond the meaning on axes of an object. top is intersected by the upward end of X's vertical axis. The bottom is the region of X's surface intersected by the lower end of the vertical axis. If the object is of a familiar type, its vertical top of a hat is still the top if the hat is turned upside down. If an object X has an asymmetric front-to-back horizontal axis (as does a human body, for instance), the front of X is the region of X's surface intersected by this axis in the frontward direction;; the back is opposite. The front-to-back axis can be determined in terms of a canonical viewing position (eg the front of a house), or in terms of the object's canonical direction of normal motion (eg the front of a person or a car). (As will be seen below, in front of and in back of present other possibilities as well.
) If an object does not have a front-back
An interesting case is the end of an object. Rectangles and ellipses have ends, but squares these and other examples we conclude that the end of an object X is a region of X's surface that is intersected by its longest horizontal axis. Since squares and circles lack a longest horizontal A second class of terms is involved in measuring objects along dimensions determined by their axes (Bierwisch and Lang 1989) . The height of an object X is the distance from boundary to boundary along X's vertical axis. X's length is the distance from boundary width is the distance from boundary to boundary along a secondary horizontal linear axis.
X's thickness is measured along a minor axis of X. There are two cases. If X is basically a line, say a string or a stripe, thickness is measured along X's second dimension. If X is basically a surface, say a board, thickness is measured along X's third dimension.
X's depth surface down to the bottom, as in the depth of a lake. The second is the distance from the entrance to X's interior to the other end of its interior, as in the depth of a cave. The two All these measure terms have related pairs of adjectives: corresponding to height there are high and low;; corresponding to length are long and short;; corresponding to width are wide and narrow;; corresponding to depth are deep and shallow.
The point of going through these examples is that, if asked, we can look at a novel object and point out its top, front, height, width, and so on. This implies that, as part of understanding the shapes of objects, the visual system constructs axis systems and distinguishes them by orientation and relative length, so that this information can be used to select the appropriate words. The challenge for visual theory, then, is how axis systems are encoded and how they are derived from the retinal image. In particular, it is not obvious how to encode axes in terms of impoverished 2D views of objects. For instance, as Jackendoff 1991 asks, what makes the end of a rope, the end of a road, the end of a car, and the end of a table alike? One cannot store a collection of 2D exemplars of ends and by interpolation understand ends of new objects (or at least it would seem). What makes ends alike is not how they look on the surface, but how their surfaces are related to a schematization of the objects in question, of the sort envisioned by Marr in the 3D model. /under  the  table/next  to  the  table/etc  (14) Each of these locates the cat, which I'll call the , in a particular region of space determined by a relationship to the table, which I'll call the reference object. The preposition Spatial relations can also be expressed by verbs: contains There is a wall around the city. = A wall surrounds the city.
(15) The path goes across the road right here. = The path crosses the road right here. The road runs along the river. = The road parallels the river.
So the issue here is not so much grammatical form as how spatial relations are encoded in visual understanding, however they may be expressed in language.
Two questions raised early on by Leonard Talmy (1978 , as well as by Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) , have continued to preoccupy linguists who study spatial language and psychologists studying language-directed navigation and scene perception (see references at the beginning of section 5):
What is the range of spatial relations signaled by prepositions and other linguistic items?
reference object? These issues should also be of interest to vision researchers, in that they provide some clues about how spatial relations are organized nonlinguistically as well. Again, since we talk about these relations as though they are out there in the world, our brains must be able to derive
In particular, novel objects can serve as reference objects of spatial prepositions (This strange thing is a fendle. What's under the fendle? the combination of the spatial relation and the reference object cannot always be memorized: it must be possible to compute them online in response to novel visual inputs.
In order to work out the demands on the visual system, it is necessary to hack through a great deal of linguistic brush, because prepositions tend to be highly polysemous. For instance, (9) Consider also the end of a speech, whose axis is in the temporal dimension: it needn't look like thing.
into probably designates different spatial relations in run into the room and run into the wall;; over probably designates different relations in somewhere over the rainbow and turn the box over. Up and down are usually antonyms, but, in certain circumstances, up the street and down the street can be synonymous. Furthermore, prepositions take part in numerous conventionalized collocations. For instance, whether one is waiting in line or waiting on line is a matter of dialect, not of one's spatial relation to the people ahead and behind. Despite this sort of complexity in the uses of spatial expressions, some overall trends are clear.
Some simple relations
The preposition in picks out a region within the boundary of its reference object. The reference object can have a two-dimensional interior, as in the dots in the circle;; or it can have a threedimensional interior, as in the beetle in the box. The use of in also extends to some cases the knife in the cheese, where only the end of the blade needs to penetrate the interior (Herskovits 1986; ; Coventry and Garrod 2004) .
In English, the preposition on picks out a region in contact with the surface of its reference and supported by it, as in expression (16a). However, we can also use expression (16b), where there is support but not vertical alignment, and expression (16c), where there is neither support nor the proper vertical alignment, and only contact is invoked.
The book is on the table.
The picture is on the wall.
In German, these uses are distinguished: auf is used for the counterpart of (16a) and an for (16b and 16c). Just to complicate matters a little, compare expressions (17a) and (17b).
on the picture (17a) in the picture.
it. But in expression (17b), the picture is understood as depicting a 3D space whose interior as depictions, a function that is most naturally assigned to conceptual structure (Jackendoff 2012) . Going beyond interiority and contact, Y is near X in contact with the reference object, but proximal to it. This contrasts with Y is far from X, 1983, proximal and distal here are relative notions that depend on the objects in question and the spatial distribution of comparable objects: compare , a town near Boston, and a star near the sun.
Many spatial relation terms invoke position and/or orientation with respect to the earth: either verticality or horizontality. These are so-called "absolute" or "allocentric" reference frames. For instance, above X and over X Under X and beneath X are regions projected vertically downward from X.
(10) (10) Vandeloise (1991) observes that over and under have another sense: we can speak of the paint over the wallpaper or the wallpaper under the paint. Here over X in it occlude X;; under X orientation of the surfaces in question.
Like near, the prepositions beside and next to horizontal direction from the reference object. Horizontality also appears-without proximity this time-in the spatial relations Y is north/south/east/west of X.
Li and Gleitman 2002 point out the curious spatial relations invoked in Manhattan: Y is uptown/downtown/crosstown from X. These depend on the axes of the street system on the island. However, Manhattan is not alone : Levinson 2003 observes that in the Mayan language Tzeltal, which is spoken in villages on a mountainside, the relative locations of objects are customarily expressed in terms of the axes of the terrain: essentially uphill, downhill, and transverse. Of course, English uphill and downhill have the same effect. However, the difference is that in Tzeltal their use is totally pervasive: if two objects are standing on a table, one says "this object is uphill from that one" rather than "this object is to the left of that one". In fact, Tzeltal has no words that translate as left and right.
Relations that involve axis systems of objects ("intrinsic" reference frame)
Section 5.4 discussed parts of objects that are determined by the objects' axes. A reference object's axes can also determine spatial relations, often using almost the same words. On top of X denotes a region projected vertically from the top of X;; in front of X and in back of X denote regions projected horizontally outward from X's front and back respectively. Behind X is essentially the same as in back of X. To the left of X is a region projected horizontally outward from the left side of X, where the left side is determined by an axis perpendicular to X's front-back axis. These uses all fall into what is often called the "intrinsic" or "objectcentered" reference frame.
Along X is an interesting case: Y can be along the road or along the river, but it cannot be along the dot or along the circle. The reason is that the reference object for along requires a horizontal principal linear axis, which roads and rivers have but dots and circles lack. Along must parallel the principal axis of the reference object. For instance, a road that is along a river must approximately parallel the river;; it cannot be perpendicular to the river, no matter how close. In contrast, a house, which does not have a principal linear axis, need not have a particular orientation in order to be along the river.
Notice again that assigning intrinsic axes to objects in order to construct an intrinsic reference frame requires an object representation that goes beyond 2D exemplars. It requires the sort of schematization that Marr envisioned.
Relations involving a "relative" reference frame
frame, but it might also be termed a "viewpoint-dependent" reference frame. Here an object's a line from the observer to the object;; the side visible to the observer counts as the (relative) front, and the occluded side counts as the (relative) back (but the West African language Hausa reverses this terminology). The left and right sides are determined by an axis perpendicular to the line of sight: the (relative) left side is the side to the left as seen by the observer, and similarly for the right side.
In this frame, (relative) in front of X is the region proximal to the relative front of X, and (relative) in back of/behind X is the region proximal to the relative back of X. Beyond X is of distance. (Relative) to the left/right of X is the region proximal to the relative left or right side of X, respectively.
The relative frame can be applied to objects without intrinsic horizontal axes, such as trees: if something is in front of the tree, it can only be construed in terms of the speaker's and/or hearer's viewpoint. However, when these terms are used with a reference object that has its own intrinsic axes, they are ambiguous if the relative and intrinsic frames do not align.
will say X is behind the house and Y is to the right of the house;; in the relative frame, he/she will say Y is behind the house and X is to the right of the house.
Different languages can favor different reference frames. In particular, Tzeltal and the Australian language Guggu Yimithirr strongly prefer absolute (earth-or terrain-based) reference frames in contexts where English speakers typically use relative reference frames (Levinson 2003) .
It seems that these reference frames are not restricted to vision: Struiksma et al (2011) This shows that reference frames belong in the multi-modal (or amodal) domain of spatial understanding.
6.4 Distances Section 5.1 observed that we can refer to demonstrated distances in the environment, for instance with sentences like that long [holding one's hands apart]. The grammatical system also allows us to use distances in specifying spatial relations. As mentioned above, near and far differ very coarsely in distance. But we can also make a distance explicit, as in expressions (18a) and (18b), and we can combine a distance with a direction, as in expressions (18c) and (18d).
The fork should be this far away from the spoon [demonstrating] .
The tree is 150 feet behind the house.
New York is 90 miles northeast of Philadelphia.
6.5 Paths Section 5.1 also observed that we can refer to trajectories or paths that objects traverse, as in [pointing] . Again the language allows more elaborate path-descriptions to be constructed.
One type of path description uses earth-based coordinates: upward and downward in the vertical direction, north(ward), south(ward), east(ward), and west(ward) in the horizontal direction. The other type of path description is constructed in terms of a reference object or reference to X = 'path terminating at X' from X = 'path originating at X' toward X = 'path oriented in the direction of X, but not necessarily reaching X' into X = 'path terminating at the interior of X' (19) up X = 'path going upward along surface of X' (as in up a tree, up the side of a building)
or 'path going against direction of movement of X' (as in up the river) through X = 'path traversing the interior of X (and reaching the other side)' past X = 'path traversing a location near X'
The sun rose. The train approached the station. The train passed the station. The bear climbed the tree.
(20) The train wound through the canyon. The hikers crossed the stream. The runner zigzagged through the trees. The parade circled the city. The crowd wandered
It is important to recognize that paths have a cognitive role independent of the motion of objects traversing them. To be sure, the typical role of a path in the meaning of a sentence is to specify an object's path of motion, as in . This has often tempted analysts to think of paths simply in terms of motion, not as a separate spatial category of their own.
However, there are three other uses of paths in sentences, describing different spatial situations (Jackendoff 1983) . First, a path can describe the extent of a stationary linear object [expressions (21a), (21b), and (21c)], as well as the extent of a gaze [expression (21d)].
The branch extends across the path.
(21a) This road goes from Boston to New York.
(21b) The path climbs up the mountain.
(21c) Bill looked/saw into the room.
Paths can also describe the orientation of a stationary object. In expression (22a), the principal axis of the sign is oriented on a path that extends from the sign to the theater;; in expression (22b), the front-to-back axis of the house is oriented on a path that extends from the house toward the river.
The sign points to the theater. (22a) The house faces toward the river.
here and which a path whose origin is the store and which extends down the street 100 feet.
My house is across the street from here.
(23a) Bill is 100 feet down the road from the store.
linear. For instance, The rope is across the street can denote a rope stretched across the street, parallel to expressions (21), or a rope located on the other side of the street, parallel to expressions (23).
trajectory is not necessarily associated with motion. Rather, motion along a path is only one of the uses of paths, albeit the most prominent one. (12) 6.6 General discussion Looking at this menagerie of spatial relations as a whole, it is hard to see how they could be encoded in terms of a collection of 2D views of exemplars. For instance, a car next to a tree does not look like a coat next to a goat, or like a fork next to a spoon. Rather, these spatial relations must (at least on the face of it) be encoded in a representation in which the sets of axes. Such coarse representations might be regarded as variables into which detailed descriptions of particular objects are inserted-much as in language, an expression of spatial relation such as X is on Y can be elaborated as the cat is on the mat. It might be suggested that spatial relations are encoded in the dorsal stream, and are irrelevant to object recognition. Still, they are part of visual cognition. Moreover, as Landau and Jackendoff 1993 point out, a coarse dorsal-stream object representation has to be correlated with a detailed ventral-stream representation, so that one can say not just (a) that there's a coat and a goat, and (b) that there's something in front of something, but rather object representations to have enough structure to identify the front-that is, to represent the axes.
The issue becomes more complex when we examine spatial verbs in Tzeltal (Brown 1994) . Rather than simply saying "X is at/on/in Y", or "X stands at/on/in Y", Tzeltal speakers draw on a sizable vocabulary of verbs (over 250) that specify different shapes and orientations animate object (such as a cat) lying on its side, a vertically erect sticklike object, a vertically leaning sticklike object (where English might say lean), a bowl-shaped object, a tall oblongobject immersed in liquid in a container, and so on. These rely on coarse-grained shapes of language Tzotzil (Haviland 1994) . It is an interesting question whether this level of detail could be present in dorsal-stream representations.
The point
Let us sum up the spatial distinctions expressed by language:
Basic categories such as object, action, location, path, distance Unusual objects such as negative parts, negative objects, hollow objects, and aggregates Axes of objects Manners of motion/change the objects occupying them Paths, independent of the objects traversing, occupying, or oriented along them These distinctions are made in everyday speech, crosslinguistically. There is nothing exotic about them. (12) as though one imagines oneself traveling along the path. However, the branch, the road, and the path in expressions (21), the sign and the house in expressions (22), and my house and Bill in expressions can describe the situation at a moment in time.
In composing expressions such as (4)-(23) to describe one's spatial environment, one
In particular, in order to select the verb and/or the preposition, one must abstract the spatial relations away from the objects that instantiate these relations. Moreover, we can (and do) and We conclude that the visual system must deliver information on the basis of which all of these distinctions (and many more, crosslinguistically) can be made. The challenge for the What are the representations? How can they be characterized formally? (part of the computational theory) What is stored in memory that permits these judgments? (part of the computational theory) What representations are computed online so that people can judge novel visual How are these representations and online computations encoded neurally? (the implementation theory) Although the considerations brought to bear here are not formalized in the manner that Marr advocated for a computational theory, they constitute boundary conditions for a successful computational theory of the visual system. Such a theory cannot simply account for the recognition of single objects: it must account for spatial understanding in all its glory, in particular for all the things in the visual world we understand and talk about as if they are really there. It is legitimate to argue that one should start small and concentrate on the recognition of single objects. Nevertheless, such a theory should be formulated with attention to how it will scale up naturally to a full account of spatial understanding. I'm proposing here that evidence from language can play an important role in developing such an account.
